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Test Manager Database Model
This help describes the SilkCentral Test Manager database schema in detail. The database schema
assists you in creating reports.
Tip: When viewing this help in PDF format, you can view the details of graphics using Acrobat
Reader's magnification feature. When viewing this help in Eclipse, right-click images and select View
Image.
SilkCentral® Test Manager™ (Test Manager) is a powerful, all-inclusive, software test-management tool.
Test Manager builds quality and productivity into your testing process, speeding the delivery of successful
software projects while minimizing the risks of application failures. It consolidates all the critical softwaretesting phases within a single, scalable, Web-based testing system, enabling your local and distributed
software-development teams to share experiences, resources, and critical information.
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Requirements Management
This section details the portion of the Test Manager database model that is related to requirements
management, and describes how to use the database model to manage requirements.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

Requirement Management Basic Tables
This topic describes the basic tables in the requirements management section of the database model.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

Requirements Management
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TM_RequirementTreeNodes

This is the base table for requirement trees. Each node in the tree
is represented by a single row that contains the following
information:
•
•
•
•

The node ID of the node's parent, ParentTreeNodeID_fk.
Basic node information, such as PropertyName and
description.
Third-party integration data.
Information about associated documents that were imported.

TM_ReqTestCoverages

An association table containing pairs of requirement IDs and test
IDs.

TM_RequirementsCoverages

This table provides extended association information related to
requirements and tests. The table is used for reporting. In addition
to TM_ReqTestCoverages, this table includes entries for
requirement IDs with NULL values as test IDs. These entries
describe requirement leaf-nodes, which are counted to get
coverage statistics. NULL indicates that a requirement is not
covered.

TM_ReqTreePaths

This table contains pairs of requirement IDs and parent node IDs
for all nodes that describe the complete path of a requirement to
its root.

TM_RequirementsHistories

When you change a requirement, the modification is stored here.
This enables you to see how requirements change over time.

TM_CustomRequirementProperties Contains definition data for custom properties, for example the
type, name, and creator, and a unique ID.
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TM_CustomPropertyValues

Contains instances of custom property values that are assigned to
requirements. Each entry contains the unique custom property ID
and the instance’s value.

TM_ReqDocsCustomMapping

Contains data related to the association of a custom property with
a Microsoft Office imported custom property. The custom property
IDs in Microsoft Office documents are bookmarks.

| Requirements Management

Requirement Document Tables
This topic describes the tables that are used for the import of requirements from Office documents.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_Projects_RequirementsDocs Contains data related to the association of a Microsoft Office
document, which is used to import requirements, and the Test
Manager project where the requirements are imported.
TM_RequirementsDocs

A table that contains data for all imported Microsoft Office
documents.

Requirement External Tables
This topic describes the tables that are available for third-party requirement-management tool integration.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_ReqExternalAssociation

Contains the association data that is required for third-party
requirement-management tool integration, including login data,
requirement types, project name, and synchronization status.

TM_ReqExtMappingRules

Contains association data for the linkage between Test Manager
custom properties and third-party requirement properties.

TM_ReqExtAssociationReqTypes Contains a list of available external requirement types.

Requirements Management
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Requirement Notification Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to requirement-change notifications.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_NotifyEvents

Contains the IDs and names of all events that can trigger change
notifications.

TM_ChangeNotificationRegister Contains notification registration information for each user and
notification event. Notified is set to True if a change notification
has been sent since the last acknowledgment date. NotifyActive
is set to True if user notification is activated for the event and user.
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Test Management
This section details the portion of the Test Manager database model that is related to test management,
and describes how to use the database model to manage tests.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

Test Management Basic Tables
This topic describes the basic tables in the test management section of the database model.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

Test Management
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TM_TestPlanNodes

The base table for test trees. Each node of the tree is represented by a single
row that contains the following information:
•
•
•

The node ID of the node's parent (ParentNodeID_fk).
Basic node information, such as the name and the description.
The common node ID used in the model to refer to nodes (for example to
add detailed information to a specific node type such as test containers,
tests, or folders).

TM_PlanTreePaths

This contains all possible paths in the tree. It can be used to find all parent
nodes for a specific tree node (NodeID_pk_fk). The node itself is included in
the list of parent nodes in column ParentNodeID_pk_fk.

TM_TestContainers

A test container is the root node of a test tree. TM_TestContainers
contains the information given for each test container in
TM_TestPlanNodes, with a 1:1 relationship, and additional information on
the test container.

TM_TestDefAttachments Used to associate a tree node to a shared table (TM_Attachments) that
holds attachments such as binaries or links. You can add attachments to any
kind of planning tree node, including folders and test containers.
TM_TestDefinitions

The base table for tests with a 1:1 relationship to TM_TestPlanNodes. The
table stores the current execution status and information related to the most
recent execution, the test type, and the planned time.

TM_TestDefStatuses

Represents the current execution status of tests.

TM_PlanHistory

Stores the change history of each planning tree node.

TM_PlanHistoryParams

Contains detailed information about changes to the test.

Test Container Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to test containers in the database model.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_TestContainers
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A test container is the root node of a test tree. TM_TestContainers
contains the information given for each test container in

TM_TestPlanNodes, with a 1:1 relationship, and additional information
for the test container.
The base table for test trees. Each node of the tree is represented by a
single row that contains the following information:

TM_TestPlanNodes

•
•
•

The node ID of the node's parent (ParentNodeID_fk).
Basic node information, such as the name and the description.
The common node ID used in the model to refer to nodes (for
example to add detailed information to a specific node type such as
test containers, tests, or folders).

TM_HiddenTestDefProperties Stores the hidden properties of all test containers.
TM_ExecutionDefinitions

This table shows every execution plan in the Execution Plans tree.
Each execution plan is a tree node, so there is a 1:1 relationship with
TM_ExecTreeNodes.

SCC_Projects

Stores information related to each project.

SCC_Products

Stores information related to each product.

SCC_SourceControlProfiles

Stores information related to each source control profile.

Test Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to tests in the database model.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_TestDefinitions

The base table for tests with a 1:1 relationship to TM_TestPlanNodes. The
table stores the current execution status and information related to the most
recent execution, the test type, and the planned time.

TM_TestPlanNodes

The base table for test trees. Each node of the tree is represented by a single
row that contains the following information:
•
•

The node ID of the node's parent (ParentNodeID_fk).
Basic node information, such as the name and the description.

Test Management
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•

TM_TestDefStatuses

The common node ID used in the model to refer to nodes (for example to
add detailed information to a specific node type such as test containers,
tests, or folders).

Represents the current execution status of tests.

TM_TestDefExecutions Stores information about test executions.
TM_ExecDefs_TestDefs This table shows which tests are assigned to which execution plans. A test can
be assigned to one or more execution plans, and an execution plan can have
one or more tests.

Manual Test Tables
This section describes the tables that are related to manual tests.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_TestDefinitions

The base table for tests with a 1:1 relationship to TM_TestPlanNodes.
The table stores the current execution status and information related to
the most recent execution, the test type, and the planned time.

TM_ManualSteps

Each row represents a single step of a manual test. The steps have a
sequence value that indicates the intended execution order.

TM_ManualTestStepResults Stores result descriptions or comments entered by a human tester when
manual tests are executed.
TM_ManualStepAttachments In addition to the association of attachments to tests, any number of
attachments can be added to each step of a manual test.
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TM_CustomStepProperties

Holds additional properties that may need to be stored with manual
steps. Each row holds a custom property that is available for each
manual test step of a project.

TM_CustomStepValues

Holds the values of custom properties for manual test steps.

| Test Management

Issue Tables
This topic describes the tables in the database model that are related to issues.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_Issues

You can link tests to issues managed by external issue-tracking systems.
The issue assignment to a specific test is stored through a reference to the
test node.

TM_TestPlanNodes

The base table for test trees. Each node of the tree is represented by a
single row that contains the following information:
•
•
•

TM_IssuesHistory

The node ID of the node's parent (ParentNodeID_fk).
Basic node information, such as the name and the description.
The common node ID used in the model to refer to nodes (for example
to add detailed information to a specific node type such as test
containers, tests, or folders).

This table stores the change history of each issue.

SCC_IssueTrackingProfiles Stores information related to each issue tracking profile.
SCC_IssueStates

Stores information related to the states of each issue.

Attribute Tables
This topic describes the tables in the database model that are related to attributes.
Attributes are used to define custom properties and to add custom property values to test nodes. Attributes
are inherited within the planning tree hierarchy. A child node inherits all the attributes of its parent nodes.
Attributes that are defined by the child node are excluded from inheritance.
The following two main attribute types exist:
Attribute
values

Attribute values can be understood as pairs of names and values. The user enters the
value as a string and assigns it to a test node. The name of the attribute then identifies
the value.

Attribute
options

Attribute options have a predefined option set with at least one option value. You can
assign one or more options to a test node.

Test Management
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Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_Attributes

Each row defines an attribute by its name (a unique identifying token), and
its type, value or option.

TM_AttributeOptions

Stores the predefined option set for attributes of the type option.

TM_AttributeValues

Stores the custom value as a string for attributes of type value.

TM_NodeAttributeOptions Each row in the table assigns an attribute option to a test node,
NodeID_pk_fk. The column InheritedFromNodeID_pk_fk indicates
from which node the option was inherited. If it is NULL, the option was
assigned explicitly to the node.
TM_NodeAttributeValues

Each row in the table assigns a value attribute to a test node. The table
shares all characteristics of TM_NodeAttributeOptions.

Built-In Attributes
This topic explains the built-in properties that can be assigned to test nodes.
In addition to custom attributes, there are two types of built-in properties that can be assigned to test
nodes.
Type I
This property type enables predefined attributes that are stored and handled exactly like custom attributes.
The IsBuiltin column of the TM_Attributes table allows you to distinguish between attribute types. It
can be used as a powerful and extensible means of providing planning tree nodes with individual
properties, for example test cases and test data for SilkTest Classic tests. Predefined attributes have a
name prefix to distinguish which test type they belong to, or if they are a common success condition
attribute.
The following prefixes are defined:
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_sp_

SilkPerformer tests.

_st_

SilkTest Classic tests.

_nunit_

NUnit tests.

_wsh_

Windows Scripting Host tests.

_junit_

JUnit tests.

_sc_

Test Manager success conditions.
Examples
_sp_ProjectFile

SilkPerformer project file.

_sp_Workload

SilkPerformer workload.

_st_ScriptFile

SilkTest Classic script file.

_st_TestCase

SilkTest Classic test case.

_st_TestData

SilkTest Classic test data

_junit_Classpath

JUnit classpath to use for executing JVM.

Type II
This property enables the assignment of planning tree nodes to system properties (such as platforms and
components, that are required by other applications) and play a role in reporting and other functions.

Built-In Attribute Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to built-in attributes.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

SCC_Components

System-wide defined product components that should be tested.

SCC_Platforms

System-wide defined platforms for the tests that should be performed.

TM_ComponentOptions

Each component of the system is an option for the built-in component
attribute. Each row of this table represents a component option by
referencing the component entry in SCC_Components that disengages
the commonly used system values from the Test Manager application.

Test Management
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TM_NodeComponentOptions Each entry assigns a specific test node to a built-in component option
attribute. The assignment is performed the same way as custom attribute
assignments (see TM_NodeAttributeOptions).
TM_PlatformOptions

Each component of the system is an option for the built-in platform
attribute. Each row of this table represents a platform option by
referencing the platform entry in SCC_Platforms that disengages the
commonly used system values from the Test Manager application.

TM_NodePlatformOptions

Each entry assigns a specific test node to a built-in platform option
attribute. The assignment is performed the same way as custom attribute
assignments (see TM_NodeAttributeOptions).

Parameter Tables
This topic explains the parameters that are assigned to test nodes.
Parameters are similar to attribute values. A parameter is a custom name/value pair that is assigned to a
Tests-tree node and can be inherited in the same way as an attribute. Parameters have a type and are
used as input values for test executions.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_TestDefParameters

Stores the parameter definitions.

TM_TestDefParamValues Stores custom values of parameters. Values are generally stored as strings
and converted to the required type by the application.
TM_PlanNodeParameters This table stores the assignment between parameters and test nodes (see
TM_NodeAttributeValues).

Daily Issue Statistic Tables
This topic describes the tables that are used for the generation of daily issue statistics.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.
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Contains statistics snapshots for internal and external issue-tracking
profiles and products. The ForDate column shows a timestamp for when
the snapshot was executed. For each issue, state is the number of
issues with that state, calculated and logged into the corresponding
OpenCount columns. The statistics process for gathering data from
external issue tracking systems and storing results to the database runs
periodically on the application server. The interval in minutes can be
configured in the file Conf/AppServer/ TMAppServerHomeConf.xml.
See the Config, IssueStateUpdate, and UpdateInterval settings.

TM_DailyIssueStates

SCC_IssueTrackingProfiles Stores information related to each issue tracking profile.

LQM Reporting Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to reporting on tests and their attributes.
To make reporting on tests and their attributes easier and faster, the LQM reporting tables store redundant
data in flat tables, which reduces the number of necessary joins.
The tables are continuously updated by a background thread in a defined time interval. The default setting
is 5 seconds, so each change in data is written to the LQM reporting tables within 5 seconds.
Tip: For reporting purposes, see the database view LQM_V_Tests, which combines information from
the tables LQM_Tests and LQM_TestUDAs.
LQM_DataLoads Used by the updating thread to keep track of the data loads and the intervals to be
processed. This table should not be used for reporting.
Note: Emptying this table results in a repopulation of all data the next time the
updater is run.
LQM_Tests

Represents a test with its main attributes. Not all test nodes are stored within this
table, only tests.
This table has the following fields:
ExternalID

The external ID of a test package that is defined in an external
system.

NodeType

NodeType is used to distinguish regular tests from data-driven
tests and test packages. The following values are possible:
dd_parent

Original test containing data-driven test nodes
of node type dd_instance.

dd_instance

Test defined by the data coming from the data
source.

tp_parent

Top-level node of a test package.

Test Management
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tp_suite

Nodes within a package that contain further
child nodes. This excludes empty folders.

tp_instance

All leaf nodes within a test package.

regular

Node type for common tests, meaning neither
of the other node types.

Type

Specifies the test type, for example SilkPerformer, SilkTest
Classic, or Manual.

Component

A list of the names of all assigned components, separated by
commas.

Platform

A list of the names of all assigned platforms, separated by
commas.

PlannedTime

Only set for manual tests with the PlannedTime property.

CreatedAt,
DbCreatedAt,
ChangedAt,
and
DbChangedAt

The CreatedAt and ChangedAt fields contain timestamps for
when the test was created or changed the last time from a user
perspective. These values are displayed in the GUI and are
commonly used for display in reports. DbCreatedAt and
DbChangedAt are the system's timestamps, the timestamps of
the database itself, which may change more frequently than the
user’s timestamps. They are used for system operations, for
example updating caches. Usually it does not make sense to
present these timestamps to the user.

Attributes

All attributes within this table use the prefix a_. The following
attributes are available:
a_script

The script file attribute of .NET
(_dotnetexp_Script), SilkTest
(_st_Script File), or WSH Tests
(_wsh_Script).

a_testcase

The test case attribute for .NET
(_dotnetexp_TestCase), and SilkTest
(_st_TestCase).

a_datadriven

For data-driven tests, this attribute is used
for the property _ddtd_DataDriven. For
SilkTest tests, this attribute is used for the
properties _st_DataDriven and
DataDriven. In both cases it determines
if the test is data-driven.

a_dd_dataset

Specifies the dataset for data-driven tests.

a_dd_datasource

The data source attribute for data-driven
tests.

a_dd_filterquery

The filterquery attribute for data-driven
tests.

a_dd_multiple

Specifies whether or not each data row of
a data-driven test is a standalone test
(multiple) or if all rows are part of a single
test.

Success
Conditions

a_dotnet_exe

The .NET executable,
_dotnetexp_Executeable.

a_junit_*

JUnit related attributes.

a_nunit_*

NUnit related attributes.

a_sp_*

SilkPerformer related attributes.

a_st_*

SilkTest related attributes.

a_wsh_Switches

The WSH switches for this test.

Success conditions use the prefix _sc_.

Test Management
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Test Execution Management
This section details the portion of the Test Manager database model that is related to test execution
management, and describes how to use the database model to manage test executions.

Execution Tree Tables
This topic describes the tables that relate to the execution tree.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.
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TM_ExecTreeNodes

This table stores all the folders and execution plans that are
included in the execution tree.

TM_ExecutionDefinitions

This table shows every execution plan in the Execution Plans
tree. Each execution plan is a tree node, so there is a 1:1
relationship with TM_ExecTreeNodes.

TM_ExecDefs_TestDefs

This table shows which tests are assigned to which execution
plans. A test can be assigned to one or more execution plans, and
an execution plan can have one or more tests.

TM_ExecTreePaths

Contains all possible paths in the execution tree. It can be used to
find all parent nodes for a specific tree node (NodeID_pk_fk).
The node itself is included in the list of parent nodes in column
ParentNodeID_pk_fk.

TM_ExecTreeNodes_Keywords

This table stores the associations between specific keywords and
specific execution-tree nodes.

TM_TestContainers

A test container is the root node of a test tree.
TM_TestContainers contains the information given for each test

| Test Execution Management

container in TM_TestPlanNodes, with a 1:1 relationship, and
additional information for the test container.
TM_HiddenTestDefProperties

Stores the hidden properties of all test containers.

SCC_Filters

The assignment of execution plans to tests can be performed
dynamically with filters. Each execution plan optionally has a key to
a filter. Even when filters are used, the TM_ExecDefs_TestDefs
table is populated with the current assignments.

SCC_ExecKeywords

This table stores all available keywords.

SCC_Versions

This table stores information related to product versions.

SCC_ExecServers

This system table stores all available execution servers.

SCC_ExecServers_ExecKeywords This table stores pairs of execution servers and the keywords that
are assigned to the servers.
SCC_Projects

Stores information related to each project.

Execution Results Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to execution results.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

TM_EDR_ExecutionMessages During the execution of an execution plan, overall messages that are
independent of the executed tests are stored here, for example if an
error occurs with the defined source control profile. This table is
associated with TM_ExecDefinitionRuns.
TM_TDE_ExecutionMessages Messages generated by tests that are executed through execution
plans are stored here. This table is associated with
TM_TestDefExecutions. It relates all messages that are stored in
this table to specific test runs.
TM_ExecInputParameters

This table stores the name/value pairs of all test parameters that are
valid during execution.

Test Execution Management
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TM_ExecInputAttributes

This table stores name/value pairs of all test attributes that are valid
during execution.

TM_ResultFiles

Among other files, the result files include code coverage files, result files
that SilkTest Classic executions create for reporting results, XML files
that SilkPerformer executions produce, and the general output.xml
that third-party test types produce. Result files are associated through
TM_EDR_ResultFiles or TM_TDE_ResultFiles either to the
execution plan run or to the test run.

TM_ExecDefinitionRuns

This table stores an entry for each execution run. The entry is written
when the results of the execution are collected.

TM_TestDefExecutions

Stores the test executions that relate to each execution plan run. For
example, when an execution plan references three tests, the table
stores three test executions, one for each test, and each of them
references a corresponding test. Depending on the test type, you may
also have a corresponding entry in either TM_ManualTestResults,
TM_SilkTestResults, TM_PerformerResults,
TM_ExecInputAttributes, TM_ExecInputParameters,
TM_SuccessMeasures, or TM_PackageRuns.

TM_ExecDefRunsKeywords

Each time an execution plan is executed, an entry is written to this table
for each keyword that is assigned to the execution plan.

TM_PackageRuns

This table represents a detailed result for the tests that belong to a test
package or suite. You can find a corresponding entry for the test
package or test suite in TM_TestDefExecutions.

TM_ManualTestResults

This table contains specific information for manual test results. The
most important information is the reference to
TM_ManualTestStepResults, where detailed information is stored
for each step referenced by a manual test.

TM_PerformerResults

Each row of this table contains a reference to a TM_PerfReport.

TM_PerfReport

This table stores detailed information related to SilkPerformer test
executions.
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Code Analysis
This section details the portion of the Test Manager database model that is related to code analysis and
describes how to use the database model for code analysis.

Code Analysis Tables
This topic describes the tables that are related to code analysis. Use these tables to apply code coverage
to your test code.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

CC_CoverageBuild

This table links the detailed code coverage information to a build. The table
also contains cumulated data on the detailed code coverage information.

CC_CoveragePackage

This table stores information on the code coverage per build for a specific test
package.

CC_Package

This table is created for each test package name. The table stores the java
source package that is identified by the full package name.

CC_CoverageSourceFile This table is created for each code coverage information source file and each
build.
CC_SourceFile

This table is created for each source file name. The table stores the source
file.

CC_Class

This table is created for each fully qualified classname.

CC_CoverageMethod

This table stores coverage information on methods for each build.

CC_Method

This table is created for each method and stores the method's name and
signature.

CC_MethodCoverage

This table links the invocations of methods to the test runs.

Code Analysis
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TM_TestDefExecutions

Stores the test executions, which always belong to execution plan runs. For
example, if an execution plan references three tests you will receive three test
executions, one for each test and each of them referencing the corresponding
test. Depending on the type of the test you will also have a corresponding
entry in either TM_ManualTestResults, TM_SilkTestResults,
TM_PerformerResults, TM_ExecInputAttributes,
TM_ExecInputParameters, TM_SuccessMeasures, or
TM_PackageRuns.

SCC_Builds

This system table stores information related to each build.

Reports
This section shows the portion of the Test Manager database schema that relates to report generation.
Note: This image is best viewed in PDF. To view this image in Eclipse help, right-click it and select
View Image.

SCC_ReportFilter

This is the base table for the reporting trees. Each tree node is
represented in a single row that contains the following attributes:
•
•
•
•

The node ID of the node's parent, ParentFilterNodeID_fk.
Basic node information, such as the ReportFilterName and the
ReportFilterDescription.
The renderer ID of the associated report renderer used for the report.
The ReportModule.

SCC_ReportFilterPaths

This table contains pairs of report filter IDs and parent report filter IDs for
all nodes describing the complete paths of reports to their roots. The
same method is used in all Test Manager trees.

SCC_ReportFilterColumns

This table contains information about the selected result columns in a
report. It contains information regarding sorting direction, alias name,
ordering information, and aggregation type.

SCC_ReportFilterSettings

This generic table is used to store settings information for a report, such
as the chart type.

SCC_ReportFilterGroup

Contains report IDs (FilterNodeID) that have other reports assigned
as subreports (SubFilterNodeID_fk).

SCC_ReportFilterJoins

This table contains report IDs that are joined to other reports.

SCC_ReportFilterJoinConds Contains join condition information (column joined to column) for all joins
stored in the SCC_ReportFilterJoins table.

Reports
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Database Views
This section shows the portion of the Test Manager database schema that relates to available views and
describes how the database model can be used for reporting.
Only RTM_V_* and LQM_V_* views should be used as the basis for reports. These are the views that feed
the Test Manager Report Query Builder. TM_V_* views are subject to change and should not be used as
the basis for reports.

General Views
This topic provides summaries of all general views that are available for creating reports.
RTM_V_AllDays This view facilitates the generation of reports that are based on date information (daily,
weekly, and monthly), independent of the database system that is used. It returns all
date information for each day.
RTM_V_Builds

Returns all builds for each product saved in the SilkCentral database.

Requirement Views
This topic provides summaries of the requirement views that are available for creating reports.
RTM_V_Requirements

This view returns all columns of the standard properties for
requirements and a column called TreeOrder that indicates the order
of the requirements in the tree.

RTM_V_RequirementsHistory

This view is used to retrieve history information for requirements. It
shows all the properties that are changed and a revision number for
each change.

RTM_V_ProjRequirements

This view is used for dependencies that are filtered on the currently
selected project. For example, you might use a filter to isolate the
requirements of a certain project.

RTM_V_ReqCustomProperties This view gives you the name and values of the custom properties that
are used for requirements.
RTM_V_ReqTests

This view gives you all the tests that are linked to requirements.

Requirement-Progress Views
This topic provides summaries of the requirement-progress views that are available for creating reports.
To see requirements coverage over time, you must track the status of a test across multiple builds or days.
Example
Consider the following tests: TD1, TD2, TD3 and TD4, which where executed with build
numbers 320 to 325 with the following results
1 indicates the status passed, 2 indicates that the status failed, 3 indicates not
executed, and 4 indicates n/a.
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TD1

320

1 -> passed

TD2

320

2 -> failed

TD2

321

3 -> not
executed

TD1

322

2

TD1

323

1

TD3

323

1

TD4

324

4 -> n/a

TD2

324

1

TD4

325

2

You can see that TD1 was not executed with build 321. For this progress report
however, you will use the status of the build with which it was previously executed. You
need a view like the following:
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320

1
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T
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2
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1
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T
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T
D
2
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3
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T
D
1
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1
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T
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2
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3
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T
D
3
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1
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Now you can see the status of each test for each build, as it was created.

RTM_V_ReqProgressBuilds & RTM_V_ReqProgressDays
Suppose you want the data shown in the previous example to be merged by requirements with some
additional columns to filter on requirements, products, priorities, builds, and time span.
As the grouping has an impact on the result, you must use two different views for the report. Depending on
the grouping type you require, you must specify that grouping be done by build or by date. Here are the
two available views:
RTM_V_ReqProgressBuilds Returns the status of all requirements, ordered by build. Each requirement
returns the status of a build, beginning with the date that it was created.
The BuildFrom and DateFrom columns refer to the build when the
requirement coverage was last calculated because of changes in test
coverage.
RTM_V_ReqProgressDays

Returns the status for all requirements ordered by date. Each requirement
returns a status for each date. The BuildFromID, BuildFrom, and
DateFrom columns refer to the build when the requirement coverage was
last calculated because of changes in the test coverage.

The following examples show how these views can be applied:
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Group by Builds
A query for the overall requirement progress report where the ProjectID is 0:
SELECT BuildName, CoverageStatus, CoverageStatusName,
Count(ReqID) As Result
FROM RTM_V_ReqProgressBuilds
WHERE ProjectID = 0
GROUP BY ProductID, BuildOrder, BuildName, CoverageStatus,
CoverageStatusName
ORDER BY ProductID, BuildOrder, CoverageStatus
The result of this query might resemble the following:
Build
Name

Coverage
Status

Coverage
Status
Name

Result

324

4

Not
Covered

4

325

3

Failed

2

325

4

Not
Covered

2

350

1

Passed

2

So, with build 324, four requirements are not covered. With build 325, two requirements
failed and two are not covered.
If the report is to be limited to a part of the requirements tree, you can not simply use
another where clause because you will also want the children and sub-children to be
counted. You must “join” the table TM_ReqTreePaths so that the requirements that are
children or sub-children of a requirement are also counted:
SELECT BuildName, CoverageStatus, CoverageStatusName,
Count(ReqID) As Result
FROM RTM_V_ReqProgressBuilds rps
INNER JOIN TM_ReqTreePaths rt ON (rt.ReqNodeID_pk_fk =
rps.ReqID)
WHERE ProjectID = 0 AND (rt.ParentNodeID_pk_fk = 3)
GROUP BY BuildOrder, BuildName, CoverageStatus,
CoverageStatusName
ORDER BY BuildOrder, CoverageStatus

Group by Days
A query for the overall requirement progress report from April 12th (20050412) to April
13th (20050413), where the ProjectID is 0:
SELECT DateVal, CoverageStatus, CoverageStatusName,
Count(ReqID) As Result
FROM RTM_V_ReqProgressDays
WHERE ProjectID = 0 AND DateVal >= '20050412' AND DateVal <=
'20050413'
GROUP BY DateVal, CoverageStatus, CoverageStatusName
ORDER BY DateVal, CoverageStatus
The result of this query might resemble the following:
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Date Value

Coverage
Status

Coverage
Status
Name

Result

2005-0412...

4

Not
Covered

4

2005-0413...

1

Passed

2

2005-0413...

4

Not
Covered

2

So on April 12th, four requirements are Not Covered. On April 13th, two requirements
are Passed and two are Not Covered.
Caution: Calculating results of progress views can be timeand memory-intensive. It is important that you always define
appropriate conditions for executing such views.

Test Views
This topic provides summaries of the test views that are available for creating reports.
RTM_V_ProjTestContainers

This view can be used for dependencies filtered on the currently
selected project. For example, with a specific test container selected
you might filter against the product that has been defined for the test
container.

RTM_V_TestDefinitions

This view returns all tests with type, test container, and project
information.

RTM_V_TestDefsComponents This view returns all tests with test container, product, component, and
project information.
RTM_V_TestsWithAttributes

This view returns all tests with test container, project, test type, and
attribute information. The view does not include built-in system
attributes that refer to test properties.

LQM_V_Tests

Instead of using RTM_V_* views for creating reports, you can also
query the view LQM_V_Tests, which joins information from LQM_Tests
and LQM_TestUDAs. This view provides an effecient means of
querying a lot of test and attribute information.
Tip: Because querying this view avoids the use of joins, you can
use LIKE % queries with almost no impact on response time.
Columns with the prefix uda_ come from LQM_TestUDAs. All the other
columns come from LQM_Tests. For additional information on the
columns, see the respective table descriptions.

Test Progress Views
This topic provides summaries of the test progress views that are available for creating reports.
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RTM_V_TDProgressBuilds This view returns the status of all tests, ordered by build. Each test returns
the status of a build, beginning with the date it was created. The
BuildFromID, BuildFrom, and DateFrom column refers to the date and
build when the test status was last set, for example based on an execution
result.
RTM_V_TDProgressDays

This view returns the status of all tests, ordered by date. Each test returns
the status for a date, beginning with the date when it was created. The
BuildFromID, BuildFrom, and DateFrom columns refer to the date and
build when the test status was last set, for example based on an execution
result.

Issues Views
This topic provides summaries of the issues views that are available for creating reports.
RTM_V_TestDefects

This view returns all tests that are linked with at least one issue.

RTM_V_IssuesHistories This view returns the history of all issues. The view includes status and build
information, plus links to tests, components, products, and projects.
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